San José State is seeking documentation of your personal experiences of the COVID-19 pandemic for the project *In Our Own Words: A Multilingual Public History of the COVID-19 Pandemic in the Bay Area*. Sharing your personal story can be part of uniting our community in the present, and provide valuable insight for generations looking back on this time from the future. The history of this moment will be incomplete without evidence of how it is impacting you. Will you entrust your story to us?

Open to all Bay Area residents
Audio, video, writing, and images

Questions?
Email: covid19collection@sjsu.edu
A Multilingual Public History of the COVID-19 Pandemic in the Bay Area

Frequently Asked Questions:

Can I submit more than once?
Yes.

Can I remain anonymous?
Yes.

Who will read my stories?
Contributions will become part of free public exhibitions and community programming.

Types of Submissions: Audio recordings; Video recordings; Journal entries; Blog posts; Social media posts; Photographs; any other written or recorded statements reflecting your experiences.

How to submit?
Option 1. Upload audios, videos, photographs, posts and other written statements.
Option 2. Answer a few questions from us.
Option 3. Call our Google Voice number at 650-733-9719 and leave us a message.

If you have any questions, please email us at covid19collection@sjsu.edu

To submit online, please scan the QR Code below or click on the Link: